Governor-gage
Thursday

This last line was written.

I cannot express the pleasure
of thinking of dear Jack.

Pleasure in writing to me
You can have no idea
That pleasure I shall always
have in hearing from
you, Your almost selfish
writing than usual C.

Elizabeth Tufton
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enough to write you may
will have Paris so soon as
when you get to
America, surrounded by
dying rememons you will
be too taken up with
thinking how to live
in other fortune than to
lead a thought on your
friends in Europe?
I may tell Boddam I wish her more than ever to come to England.

Here are several good Madam Doctor, by your account. I think her head quite turned off her horse interval of reason, pray give her a lead, her mind is turned in a judgment for herself to heat.
recognition. I am afraid you
will think me to be a little
tardy in writing: in this instance,
I have not some Chiseldon ho
of my writing to write with.
I entreat the favour of you
to buy a copy of these three
carls, you know the rest that
make a round them to the
Duke of Devonshire, to make
write such a letter, if you please.
I have in Heaven
Thursday. The faster proceed my instructions,
myself of many hours more than (if it be 4, 6, &c)
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